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Abstract: PID controllers play an important function in determining tuning para-
meters in any process sector to deliver optimal and resilient performance for non-
linear, stable and unstable processes. The effectiveness of the presented hybrid
metaheuristic algorithms for a class of time-delayed unstable systems is described
in this study when applicable to the problems of PID controller and Smith PID
controller. The Direct Multi Search (DMS) algorithm is utilised in this research
to combine the local search ability of global heuristic algorithms to tune a PID
controller for a time-delayed unstable process model. A Metaheuristics Algorithm
such as, SA (Simulated Annealing), MBBO (Modified Biogeography Based Opti-
mization), BBO (Biogeography Based Optimization), PBIL (Population Based
Incremental Learning), ES (Evolution Strategy), StudGA (Stud Genetic Algo-
rithms), PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization), StudGA (Stud Genetic Algorithms),
ES (Evolution Strategy), PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) and ACO (Ant Col-
ony Optimization) are used to tune the PID controller and Smith predictor design.
The effectiveness of the suggested algorithms DMS-SA, DMS-BBO, DMS-
MBBO, DMS-PBIL, DMS-StudGA, DMS-ES, DMS-ACO, and DMS-PSO for
a class of dead-time structures employing PID controller and Smith predictor
design controllers is illustrated using unit step set point response. When compared
to other optimizations, the suggested hybrid metaheuristics approach improves the
time response analysis when extended to the problem of smith predictor and PID
controller designed tuning.

Keywords: Direct multi search; simulated annealing; biogeography-based
optimization; stud genetic algorithms; particle swarm optimization; SmithPID
controller

1 Introduction

Now with advancement of sophisticated industrial mechanisms arose the requirement to maintain them
under certain operating circumstances. This was achieved by using a number of human operators until
control theory was developed and computerized control methods were adopted. A notable illustration of
this progression may be seen in the chemical sector, among others. Proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
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controllers, frequency domain control methods and root locus controller design are examples of such control
methodologies [1]. There have been several tuning strategies proposed for PID controllers. Because the
damping ratio in an under-damped unit with disruption is less than one, adjusting PID controllers for
systems with under-damped responses is more difficult than tuning PID controllers for systems with over-
damped responses.

PID controllers employ three distinct terminologies to describe gains: proportional, integral, and
derivative. The proportionate gain is determined by the present error, the integral by previous mistakes,
and the derivative by future errors. The total of those three components is then utilised to fine-tune the
method. The fundamental benefit of PID controllers is that they may be used to almost any control
system, even if the mathematical description of the structure is indefinite [2]. The PID controllers also
enhance steady-state responses and transient. Identification of closed-loop systems has been a priority in
industrial applications. The issue contains numerous options, as well as some misunderstandings, and a
large range of treatments, several of which have been proposed recently. Closed-loop identification is
required in these situations. A closed-loop control characterization of a transfer function model for an
unstable system using either a pulse or step response of a PID controlled system could be established
using an optimization technique.

Because of their simplicity of implementation, uniformity and operational simplicity, nature-inspired
approaches are among the most resilient optimization strategies. Heuristic algorithms improve reaction
time and capability of optimization. It may be used to generate traditional and enhanced structured
controllers for a wide range of unsteady process models, regardless of model order. To improve
performance, a hybrid approach combining two independent meta-heuristic algorithms can be developed,
or the current algorithms can be improved by incorporating further modifications to the existing
characteristics. Among researchers, heuristic algorithms are the most favoured way of controller design,
followed by older approaches such as Cohen & Coon, Zeigler & Nichols and other tuning methods [3].
This is due to the fact that heuristic algorithms do not need any complex computations or modelling. It
also delivers a rapid and optimum answer.

The paper is divided into sections that are well-organized. The Section 2 contains the related works. The
PID controller and the Smith Predictor are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 gives a brief description of
the Hybrid Metaheuristics optimization. Section 5 discusses the unstable process, including a comparison
of the global optimization, local search algorithm and metaheuristic technique. Section 6 has the conclusion.

2 Related Works

PID controller tuning is still a difficult and widely pursued issue. PID controllers’ efficacy and simplicity
have demonstrated its applicability to over 95% digital controllers. As a result, the current research trend is to
move away from gradient-based methods and toward the derivative-free methods. Some heuristic methods to
include for derivative-free algorithms are SA, PSO, ACO, PBIL, StudGA and ES [4]. An analytical
technique for building robust PID controllers for time delay procedures with the greatest sensitivity
criterion is presented in the works [5]. The optimization approaches accommodate neural, fuzzy and
various optimization algorithms in particular Ant Colony optimization(ACO), Particle swarm
Optimization (PSO), Firefly Algorithm (FA) and so on. A new reformed and reoriented FAPSO PAB
algorithm grounded on FA with position aided brightness and PSO is proposed. The study has been
conducted on various stable and unstable transfer function models. The results are set side by side with
FA and PSO. The proposed approach gives better out-turns than the other algorithms. The optimized
results are obtained within fewer iterations and lesser errors in the case of FAPSO-PAB [6]. To build
Smith predictors controllers and PID controllers, the StudG-Aalgorithm is used as a meta-heuristic
strategy, while local search methods include implicit filtering (IMF), simple derivative with pattern search
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(SDPS) and derivative free search methods. By upgrading the StudGA with search acceleration and
executing a simplex derivative pattern search on StudGA’s best solutions, the simplex derivative pattern
search guided StudGA (DFSG-StudGA1) technique is created [7].

The standard SA algorithm, as well as several refined variations of SA optimization is used to create
proportional-integral-derivative controller. The local search methods and direct search methods are
hybridized in the way of improvement. The simplex simulated annealing (SSA) method is made by
joining the simple direct search (SDS) standard simulated annealing (SA) with local search method,
which has a faster convergence rate [8]. Finally, by substituting the SSA with an accelerated conditioning
schedule in SSA and applying Kelley’s version of the Nelder–Mead method to the effective solutions, the
direct search simulated annealing (DSSA) methodology is attained. The DSSA algorithm has been shown
to be extremely dependable and efficient. Power system stabilizers for multi-machine power systems are
made with PHIL (PSSs). The study examines four case studies, each of which has a unique learning rate
pattern [9]. Some of the alternatives are fixed LR and simply adaptive LR [10]. A lower learning rate is
proven to lead to greater algorithm exploration, resulting in more population variability at the tradeoff of
slower convergence. A faster learning rate on either side in the case of fixed LR indicates more algorithm
exploitation which lead to premature convergence. As the result, determining the LR necessitates a
compromise between exploitation and exploration [11]. The improved approaches combined a
metaheuristic method called the ACO in conjunction with derivative-free local search approaches such as
Implicit Filtering and simple derivative-based pattern search.

The resultant hybrid ACO has the advantage of being able to tackle unconstrained nonlinear
optimization problems and being able to be extended [12,13] to restricted optimization however, it does
necessitate the provision of the constraint functions’ first order derivatives at the outset. The methodology
utilizes previous objective function evaluations to determine simplex gradients or simplex Hessian
techniques, which are then utilised to rearrange poll directions based on the distances they cover with the
negative simplex gradient in the poll phase. To achieve the best results, the hybrid algorithm (FAPSO)
was modified using a position-aided technique. That is, the brightness factor of FA firefly in FAPSO has
been raised by adding the actual state of the swarms in the PSO Optimization algorithms [14–18]. As a
result, FAPSO-PAB, which stands for “Position Aided Brightness,” has been given to the improved
algorithm.

We apply SSA to accelerate the cooling schedule, then Kelley’s adaptation of the Nelder-Mead approach
to the best solutions uncovered using the accelerated SSA method to enhance the final output and the DSA is
the last method (DSSA). Extensive numerical tests on familiar operations are used to evaluate the
performance of SSA & DSSA. When SSA and DSSA are compared to the performance of other meta-
heuristics they are promising in actuality. To solve challenges, certain control mechanisms are presented
in the section; the constraints identified in the earlier studies prompted us to perform this investigation.

3 PID Controller Design

PID controllers’ popularity and widespread use can be linked to its ease of use and performance features.
It is used to control a variety of dynamical systems, such as industrial processes, aviation, and ship dynamics.
If there is a significant disparity between the actual and desired values of the controlled variable, the gain
amplifies the error, resulting in a big correction that quickly returns the output of the system to its
intended destination. To avoid excessive oscillations and a substantial overshoot in the response, the gain
is automatically lowered as the error decreases. . The system’s closed loop response may be effectively
handled by reducing the function of error and employing proper PID controller gain parameters,
specifically [KP, KI, KD]. The following Fig. 1 represents the PID controller’s structure.
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The construction of the PID controller is stated as

GðsÞ ¼ Kp þ KI

s
þ KD:s (1)

where,

Kp ¼ Kc; KI ¼ Kc

Ti
and KD ¼ Kc:Td

The cost function for the PID controller’s unconstrained optimization is the ISE index, as given as,

J ¼ min
X

KP;KI ;KD

je2js:t for KP;KI ;KD 2 S; (2)

where, J is a search space valued function and S ⊂ Rn represent a cost function to reduce the ISE

3.1 Smith PID Controller Design

A dead time system tuning method is a Smith Predictor structure. A system model without dead time/fast
model (Gn(s)) is used to construct the prediction at time t, and the difference between the process output is
calculated and the model of the dead time is G(s) = Gn(s)(s). e-ds(s) are transmitted back and used to rectify
the modelling faults as indicated in Fig. 2.

ypðtÞ ¼ y^ðt þ dÞ þ GnðsÞ½kðtÞ � kðt þ dÞ� (3)

For slow variations in disturbance, k(t) ≈ k(t + d), yp(t) is a best forecast of y^ðt þ dÞ. Because the
disruption cannot be removed from the feedback signal yp(t), k(t) varies rapidly.

� Smith predictor has the following merits and disadvantages:

� A nominal set-point response is no longer affected by the dead-time effect.

� By fine-tuning the principal controller, you can get a superior achievement ratio.

� The disturbance rejection response in an open loop cannot be faster than the disturbance rejection
response in a closed loop. When there isn’t a lot of dead time, this can be really useful.

4 Multi-Objective Hybrid Algorithm

When dealing with unconstraint in derivative-free optimization, an extreme barrier technique is
commonly used. We can make it work by setting an extreme barrier function to MOO.

Figure 1: Structure of PID controllers
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F�ðxÞ ¼ FðxÞ
ðþ1; . . . ::;þ1ÞT

�
if x 2 �; otherwise (4)

To solve the models, we propose the DMS-SA, DMS-BBO, DMS-MBBO, DMS-PBIL, DMS-StudGA,
DMS-ES, DMS-ACO, and DMS-PSO hybrid multi-objective optimization methods. DMS may update
solutions during the poll phase of the optimization procedure by doing a local search around
nondominated solutions, and metaheuristic algorithms like SA, BBO, MBBO, PBIL, StudGA, ES, ACO,
and PSO have competent global search performance.

The nondominated solutions are stored in the set NS, which is formed by connecting the SA, BBO,
MBBO, PBIL, StudGA, ES, ACO, PSO, and DMS processes. In this study, the maximum size of NS is
equal to the size of the population Np. When the number of non-dominated solutions in a generation
exceeds the size of an NS, the sorting algorithm retains just the top Np solutions generated. NS can be
updated by the SA, BBO, MBBO, PBIL, StudGA, ES, ACO, PSO, and DMS processes. The DMS
method focuses exclusively on looking for new solutions via NS (Spoll). The sorting pool R is created by
integrating hybrid metaheuristics or the DMS process (Spoll) with NS to create innovative solutions.
After that, the R solutions are sorted by their objective values. By changing the solutions in NS with a
non-dominated solutions in R, we can bring NS updated and relevant. The DMS-derived metaheuristics
for SA, BBO, PBIL, StudGA, ES, PSO, and ACO are discussed in pseudo code.

Initialization: Set the list of a non-dominated points Ns and corresponding to the population size
parameters of hybrid heuristics is Np.

Choosing an Iterate Point: Select (xq; αq) ∈ Lq

Search step: Calculate a finite number of points, Ladd = {(Zs; αq)}s ∈ S

To remove dominant points from Lq∪Ladd, Call Lfil = filter (Lq,Ladd). Reject the filtered list at any new
non-dominated points that have not enhanced at the least one component of the objective function of points in
Lq. To determine Ltri⊆Lfil, Call Ltri = select (Lfil). Set Lq+1 = Ltri and bounce the poll step if Ltri ≠ Lq declares
the iteration successful.

Poll step: Pick a positive spanning set Dq from the set D.

( ) ( )

( ) −

C(s) G(s)

Gm(s)

( )( )

y(t)y0(t)

yp(t)

0( )
( ) ( ) ( )

ym(t)

u(t)

k(t)

-

-

-

if G(s)=Gm(s)

+

+

Figure 2: Smith predictor scheme
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Calculate FΩ at the set of poll points Pq = (xq + αqd∶d ∈Dq). Set Ladd = {(xq + αqd; αq), d ∈Dq}. Call
Lfil = filter (Lq;Ladd) to remove dominated points from Lq∪Ladd. Remove any new nondominated points from
the sorted list that have not enhanced at least one component of the objective function of points in Lq. To
determine Ltri⊆Lfil, Call Ltri = select (Lfil). Declare the iteration successful if Ltri ≠ Lq and set Lk+1 = Ltrial.

Step size parameter update: If the previous iteration was successful, keep or raise the associated step
size parameters: αq,new∈ (αq; γαq) and change all the new points (xq + αqd; αq) in Lq+1 by (xq + αqd; αq,new)
when success comes from the poll step or (zs;αq,new) in Lq+1 by (zs;αq,new) by (zs;αq,new), when success comes
from a search step.

Unstable Process Control with Time Delay: Chemical reactors and sophisticated systems are
extremely volatile. Several scholars have offered approaches for adjusting time-delayed unstable systems.
Take the open loop system shown the initial tunings supplied by Syrcos and Kookos given as,

GðsÞ¼ e�0:5s

ð5s� 1Þð2sþ 1Þð0:5sþ 1Þ (5)

In Fig. 3, the set NS, which stores the nondominated solutions, is created as the connection between the
metaheuristics process and the DMS process. In this paper, we set the maximum size of NS equal to the
population size Np. If the number of nondominated solutions at a generation exceeds the size of NS, only
the first Np solutions obtained from the sorting method are retained. Both the metaheuristics and the
DMS process can update NS. At each generation, the metaheuristics process evolves new solutions (Lq)
based on the population (Pq), whereas the DMS process focuses only on searching around NS to generate
new solutions (Spoll). The new solutions evolved by the metaheuristics (Lq) or the DMS process (Spoll)
are combined with NS to form the sorting pool R. The solutions in R are then sorted according to their
objective values. We can update NS by replacing the solutions in it with the nondominated solutions in R.

5 Results and Discussions

This part shows the outcomes of the experiments. The suggested work is implemented with MATLAB
software, and the results are shown in tabular columns. Fig. 4 depicts the performance of a metaheuristic
methods-based PID controller in controlling the regulatory output response of an unstable process in a
time delay. The results demonstrate that global metaheuristic approaches fail to provide lower overshoot
and DMS, however the hybrid DMS-Heuristic algorithm performs better with lower overshoot than all
global approaches. Hence for easy considerate, the tabulations consistent to DMS-SA, DMS-ACO, DMS-
BBO, DMS-ES, DMS-MBBO, DMS-PBIL, DMS-PSO, and DMS-StudG are referred in Tab. 1.

5.1 Regulatory and Servo Characteristics with PID and Smith PID Controller

5.2 Comparisons of PID Controllers

The Hybrid Heuristic algorithm exceeds all other global techniques in terms of overshoot. It is also clear
that by lowering overshoot, the Smith predictor attempts to eliminate the effect of delay. Fig. 5 depicts the
performance of metaheuristic approaches-based smith PID controllers in regulating the output response of an
unstable process with a time delay. Fig. 6 depicts the performance of a metaheuristic methods-based PID
controller in controlling the servo output respond of a time delayed unstable process. Fig. 7 shows the
performance of servo output response of time delayed unstable process using metaheuristic methods-
based smith PID controller. The results demonstrate that DMS based heuristic techniques do not
convergence for Proportional-integral-derivative schemes, but a hybrid-heuristic system does for Smith
PID and PID control systems. They also show that global approaches overreach, whereas the Smith PID
controller based on a hybrid-Heuristic has less overshoot and a faster response time. Tab. 1 shows the
time response characteristics and ISE values of hybrid metaheuristics.
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Figure 3: Flowchart of hybrid metaheuristics algorithm
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Figure 4: Performance analysis of regulatory output response employing a PID controller based on
metaheuristic techniques
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The tuning parameters obtained by combining PID controller and Smith PID controllers were compared
to those obtained by other methods as shown in Tabs. 1–4. The simulation results show that the hybrid
metaheuristics-basedSmith PID controllers and PID controllers schemes produce low ISE values than the
other techniques. The Hybrid metaheuristic algorithm outperforms all previous global heuristic
algorithms. The performance of hybrid heuristics approaches, such as DMS-SA, DMS-ACO, DMS-BBO,
DMS-ES, DMS-MBBO, DMS-PBIL, DMS-PSO, and DMS-StudG, is superior than that of other global
heuristics, as shown by the ISE and other time response characteristics. When the local search technique
DMS is used individually, it achieves the same results as when it is combined with Hybrid Heuristic,
demonstrating the method’s effectiveness.

Table 1: Comparison of the regulatory tuning parameters PID controller

Methods Kp Ki Kd ISE Rise time Setting
time

Overshoot Peak Peak
time

PSO-PID 3.4823 0.1887 4.7950 5.4792 0.0124 36.8868 1.1120e + 04 1 1

SA-PID 3.2218 0.1432 4.7610 5.9614 0.0309 40.7411 4.4671e + 03 1 1

ACO-PID 4.3371 0.4096 4.9620 5.6941 0.0033 30.3774 4.2424e + 04 1.069 7

BBO-PID 4.1977 0.2512 4.7249 5.3240 0.0097 31.9992 1.3913 e + 04 1 1

MBBO-PID 4.1922 0.1175 4.7880 5.3149 0.0895 42.2203 1.3220 e + 03 1 1

PBIL-PID 4.3320 0.1922 4.8400 5.0988 0.0280 39.6915 4.5330 e + 03 1 1

DMSACO-PID 6.2414 0.6498 14.7179 2.2611 4.0000e − 04 24.5995 9.9080 e + 04 1 1

DMSBBO-PID 6.2407 0.6496 14.7171 2.2611 4.0000e − 04 24.6004 9.9192 e + 04 1 1

DMSES-PID 6.2411 0.6482 14.7142 2.2611 4.0000e − 04 24.6094 9.8719 e + 04 1 1

DMSMBBO-PID 6.2410 0.6487 14.7157 2.2611 4.0000e − 04 24.6059 9.8846 e + 04 1 1

DMSPBIL-PID 6.2422 0.6492 14.7170 2.2611 4.0000e − 04 24.6037 9.8727 e + 04 1 1

DMSPSO-PID 6.2421 0.6496 14.7169 2.2611 4.0000e − 04 24.6018 9.8923 e + 04 1 1

DMSSA-PID 6.2413 0.6491 14.7161 2.2611 4.0000e − 04 24.6040 9.8927 e + 04 1 1

DMSStudGA-PID 6.2417 0.6498 14.7167 2.2611 4.0000e − 04 24.6006 9.9102 e + 04 1 1
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Figure 5: Performance analysis of regulatory output response employing a smith PID controller based on
metaheuristic techniques
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Figure 6: Performance evaluation of servo output response employing a PID controller based on
metaheuristic approaches
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Figure 7: Performance evaluation of servo output response employing a smith PID controller based on
metaheuristic approaches
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Table 2: Comparison of the regulatory tuning parameters with smith PID controller

Methods Kp Ki Kd ISE Rise
time

Setting
time

Overshoot Peak Peak
time

PSO-Smith PID 4.9538 0.4102 4.7331 2.9923 0.0019 28.2545 5.8379e + 04 1 1

SA-Smith PID 4.0368 0.3513 4.4795 3.5851 7.000e − 04 25.7197 1.7478e + 05 1 1

ACO-Smith PID 4.6694 0.4096 4.9729 3.0162 0.0011 25.5484 1.0768e + 05 1 1

MBBO-Smith PID 4.6908 0.4096 4.8669 3.0486 0.0011 25.5170 1.0119e + 05 1 1

BBO-Smith PID 4.8925 0.4096 4.9437 2.9282 0.0017 27.6661 6.4426e + 04 1 1

PBIL-Smith PID 4.8791 0.4096 4.9228 2.9420 0.0017 27.5880 6.6212e + 04 1 1

DMSACO-Smith PID 24.7687 2.1635 32.2843 0.7464 0.0018 23.8101 1.7861e + 04 1 1

DMSBBO-Smith PID 24.7680 2.1633 32.2854 0.7464 0.0018 23.8110 1.7854 e + 04 1 1

DMSES-Smith PID 24.7685 2.1638 32.2845 0.7464 0.0018 23.8089 1.7874 e + 04 1 1

DMSMBBO-Smith PID 24.7684 2.1644 32.2860 0.7464 0.0018 23.8066 1.7900 e + 04 1 1

DMSPBIL-Smith PID 24.7675 2.1629 32.2834 0.7464 0.0018 23.8123 1.7838 e + 04 1 1

DMSPSO-Smith PID 24.7675 2.1633 32.2833 0.7464 0.0018 23.8106 1.7855 e + 04 1 1

DMSSA-Smith PID 24.7687 2.1627 32.2844 0.7464 0.0018 23.8133 1.7826 e + 04 1 1

DMSStudGA-Smith PID 24.7678 2.1635 32.2853 0.7464 0.0018 23.8101 1.7863 e + 04 1 1

Table 3: Comparison of the servo tuning parameters with PID controller

Methods Kp Ki Kd ISE Rise time Setting
time

Overshoot Peak Peak
time

PSO-PID 3.4823 0.1887 4.7950 5.4792 1.9005 36.8868 85.4248 1.8686 7.500

SA-PID 3.2218 0.1432 4.7610 5.9614 2.0172 40.7411 78.4959 1.8169 8

ACO-PID 4.3371 0.4096 4.9620 5.6941 1.6366 30.3774 106.4068 2.0693 7

BBO-PID 4.1977 0.2512 4.7249 5.3240 1.7011 31.9992 97.7356 1.9913 7

MBBO-PID 4.1922 0.1175 4.7880 5.3149 1.7980 42.2203 77.0309 1.8798 7

PBIL-PID 4.3320 0.1922 4.8400 5.0988 1.6990 39.6915 89.9038 1.9375 7

DMSACO-PID 6.2414 0.6498 14.7179 2.2611 1.1796 24.5995 46.4545 1.4631 9

DMSBBO-PID 6.2407 0.6496 14.7171 2.2611 1.1797 24.6004 46.4486 1.4630 9

DMSES-PID 6.2411 0.6482 14.7142 2.2611 1.1798 24.6094 46.4281 1.4628 9

DMSMBBO-PID 6.2410 0.6487 14.7157 2.2611 1.1797 24.6059 46.4368 1.4629 9

DMSPBIL-PID 6.2422 0.6492 14.7170 2.2611 1.1795 24.6037 46.4484 1.4630 9

DMSPSO-PID 6.2421 0.6496 14.7169 2.2611 1.1795 24.6018 46.4517 1.4630 9

DMSSA-PID 6.2413 0.6491 14.7161 2.2611 1.1797 24.6040 46.4426 1.4629 9

DMSStudGA-PID 6.2417 0.6498 14.7167 2.2611 1.1796 24.6006 46.4520 1.4630 9
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6 Conclusion

The Smith PID and Proportional integral derivative controller methods for a class of time delay systems
are constructed by using the hybrid metaheuristics in this paper. When combined with global search
algorithms such as SA, BBO, MBBO, PBIL, StudGA, ES, ACO, and PSO, DMS methods can produce
the best optimal solution in the case of unstable processes. To examine the performance of several global
metaheuristic techniques and hybrid metaheuristics, DMS-SA, DMS-BBO, DMS-MBBO, DMS-PBIL,
DMS-StudGA, DMS-ES, DMS-ACO, and DMS-PSO are utilised. The results suggest that employing
hybrid Heuristic approaches, the PID/Smith PID increases the time response analysis. Increased
metaheuristic-based controller systems perform better with the time response qualities associated with
servo and regulatory response of the system.
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